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Hi Everyone!
A WORD
FROM SIMON...
SIMON...

It felt like February went by in a flash with lots going on and off the field.
At the senior level of the academy we have been recruiting scholars
for next season’s cohort over the last two months. The level of ability has
been extremely high in all trial games we have undertaken and it has
been a difficult process to wittle it down, but unfortunately you cannot
give scholarships to every young player that trials or who are part of the PDC and these decisions
are extremely difficult, but are the reality of football at this level. It is with great delight that within
the group of the 2022-23 scholars we have two lads who have progressed from the PDC this year.
Cadarn Taylor who had been with Scunthorpe up until this season has been outstanding for
our U17’S this year and demonstrated an excellent attitude and ability in this time. Secondly, we
have also signed Alfie Lee who has been with the PDC for four years and is the first Scholar to
progress through the PDC from beginning to scholarship offer. We are all very proud of him and it
demonstrates that if you apply yourself, listen to the coaches and work as hard as possible then
there are great opportunities for young footballers at the club.
As well as this the coaches have been busy working hard with all players and it is great to see the
progression throughout the weeks. The aim of the PDC is to make every player better, but also allow
them to learn about the game and most importantly let them have fun and enjoy every session. This
certainly seems to be the case despite the weather, which has been awful for over a month.

The last month has been another good one for
our junior and youth set-up.
The recent games programme offered competitive
match experience for all those involved which
puts into practice everything that the players and
coaches are harnessing in the PDC sessions. The
coaches certainly enjoyed the efforts of the players
and were encouraged by what they saw.
The February soccer camp was also a success and
quite often it is these camps that trigger the passion
within the children to really fall in love with the game
I’d like to say a huge congratulations to Cadarn
Taylor and Alfie Lee who will both be progressing into
our Academy for the 2022/23 campaign, the first two
to do so from our Player Develoment Centre.
When we first formed the PDC the idea was to have
a clear pathway through to the first team and this
represents great progress in that area. A big well
done to the coaches who have helped guide
Cadarn and Alfie on their journey too!
This goes to show that if you apply yourself in training
and turn up week in week out with the right attitude,
then great things can be achieved, that is the ethos
we want to drive home throughout the club.
Simon Weaver
First Team Manager
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The highlight of the month was the games week we staged over half term where we saw over 200
young footballers represent Harrogate Town – an amazing achievement. Of course there were
teething issues, which we will address in the future
and try and improve for the Easter holidays when
we hope to run another games week. The results
of these games are immaterial as it is all about all
players getting experience of playing competitively
and being part of a team. Well done to every
player involved! We have included photo’s on the
back page and it is clear that the children clearly
enjoyed the experience and fully immersed in
playing like a Jack Diamond or Josh Falkingham.
Paul Stansfield
Academy Manager

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR MARCH ONLY

New Balance Tracksuit Zip Top
Junior

Adult

March
only

March
only

was £32

was £35

26 £28

£

Get yours from the Club Shop today!
32 Commercial Street, Harrogate HG1 1TY
Open Daily 10am - 4pm (closed Wednesdays & Sundays)
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TACTICS
BOARD

COACHES
ROUNDUP

PDC THEMES
THIS MONTH!

Under 13/14s

This will get our young players comfortable getting on and moving the ball around the
back with confidence whilst trying to create chances and space from deep.

Week 2 (w/c 21st March)
Winning the ball in opposition half (PDC) //
Recovery and counter pressing (APDC)
This will get our young players in the mindset of wanting to regain possession as soon

Week 3 (w/c 28th March)
Finding positions in opposition half to create chances (PDC)
// Progressing the ball through central areas (APDC)
This will work on our young players’ touch and control in tight areas whilst looking to
play positive forward passes in order to create chance to score.

Week 4 (w/c 4th April)
Stopping opposition getting to the defending third (PDC) //
Unit defending (midfield and defence) (APDC)
This will work on our young players ability to work in their teams within the team.
Defenders and midfielders understanding the to work as a unit effectively to
stop the opposition creating chances.

Under 11/12s

To
m

Developing play through the thirds (PDC) //
Build up phase (from the back) (APDC)

alsh
W

This month the U13/14’s have been working
on individual movements to attack and how
to try and create overloads over the pitch.
Trying to implement that into the small-sided
games at training. During the month, many of the
U14’s travelled over to Bishop Burton to play Hull City for a mixed
U14/15’s game. The boys put in a strong display coming from
behind but eventually just losing out 5-3 to a strong Hull team. It
was most pleasing to see the lads come back from 2-0 and then
3-1 down, to pull it back to 3-3, opitmising the desire and work rate
we want to see in our young players.
llock
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The U11/12s, this past month, have once again
been a pleasure to coach in training and when
managing games. The PDC group played two
games against Onefootball in which both were highly
competitive, with Town narrowly losing both. These games
were fantastic for giving everyone a chance, in the PDC, to represent
Harrogate Town and getting to see so many of the topics we do in
training transferred into games. Furthermore the APDC group have been
training well, they continuously come to training eager to learn and as a
group push each other to constantly improve all the time.
on

Under 8/9/10s
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c

Week 1 (w/c 14th March)
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Over the past month both the U15/16s
PDC and APDC have trained well. Some
of the recent topics they have looked
at include individual movement to score,
controlled possession and patience and
finally connecting a high press. The PDC group, this month,
also played their first game where they lost 5-2, however;
there were periods of the game where the boys were well on
top and were unfortunate not to take more of the chances
they created; for their first game together it was a good effort!

We base our PDC Themes around how we
as a club want to play and how we feel
we can best develop our young players’
all-round game. We mirror the first team’s
playing philosophy set by Manager Simon
Weaver and Assistant Manager Paul Thirlwell.

as their team loses it. Pressing and recovering the ball at the earliest opportunity.
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m

Under 15/16s
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It was excellent to be able to host PDC matches during
half term and see the talent on show from all the players.
It was a pleasure to see the skills that the players have
been working on actually being put into practice on the
pitch. We will continue to keep developing and working hard in training for
future matches. The APDC players were also in action against a very good
Darlington side. The boys played some excellent football on the night coming
away with a convincing win. A massive well done to everyone involved.

Easter Soccer Camp

Our popular soccer camp will return during the Easter holidays
at St John Fisher’s High School. Camps provide boys and
girls with high quality coaching through a variety of different
activities in a fun and safe environment.
Week 1: Mon 11th April - Thu 14th April 2022
Week 2: Tue 19th April - Fri 22nd April 2022

All PDC Members get a Discount!
To book or for more details please contact Dave Riley

e. d
 averiley@harrogatetownafc.com t. 07712 787505
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A mixed Town U14/15s side took on
Hull City, narrowly losing 5-3 after
two late goals from the hosts
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U12s

George Lamb

Position:

Position:

Midfielder

Midfielder

PDC Coach:

PDC Coach:

How has PDC coaching
improved you as a player:

How has PDC coaching
improved you as a player:

U10s

Becky Wilson

Becky Wilson

It has improved my overall
game awareness.

Given me more skills,
better tackling and more
confidence to try new things
in the game.

What are your strengths
as a player:

I can drive with the ball and
beat people. I have a good
understanding of the game, can communicate well
with my team mates and pass the ball accurately.

What are your strengths
as a player:

Box to box running and passing.

What do you need to improve on:

What do you need to improve on:

Using my weaker left foot for shooting.

Defensive skills and shielding the ball.

What do you enjoy the most in PDC:

What do you enjoy the most in PDC:

Learning new skills.

Playing matches against other academy teams
because they are normally strong opposition.

Favourite Town player:

Favourite Town player:

Luke Armstrong / Becky Wilson

Orla Chapman

George Thomson

U11s

Stanley Green

Position:

Position:

PDC Coach:

Attacking Midfielder

Goalkeeper

Ian Watson

U11s

How has PDC coaching improved you as a player:

PDC Coach:

Emi Kontominas

How has PDC coaching
improved you as a player:

Helped overall technique
especially passing.

What are your strengths
as a player:

Running with the ball and
shooting.

What do you need to improve on:

Being able to create more space to make passes.

It’s helped me to improve my techiques and has made
me a better at the fundamentals.

What are your strengths as a player:

Shot stopping in low dives and I am very focussed.

What do you need to improve on:

I need to improve on my distribution.

What do you enjoy the most in PDC:

Training matches with the outfield players.

Favourite
Town player:
Mark Oxley

What do you enjoy the most in PDC:

Learning new skills from the senior players and been
part of the club.

Favourite Town player:
Jack Muldoon

Remember to send in your profile
and headshot and you could be featured here in the next issue...
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PLAYER PROFILES

Dacil Waters
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TOWN SUNK BY QUICKFIRE
TREBLE FROM 10-MAN ROVERS...

ACADEMY

George Horbury, scorer of Town’s opening goal,
runs at the Doncaster defence supported by
Emmanuel Ilesanmi

HARROGATE TOWN

3

DONCASTER ROVERS

Horbury 9 (p), Ilesanmi 19, Dixon 75

Harrogate Town’s Academy lads were left disappointed after
Doncaster Rovers fought back from 2-0 down with ten men
to win 4-3 at West Riding County HQ last Monday.
Town started the game brightly and after just nine minutes
were awarded a penalty when Rovers’ Will Flint was adjudged
to have pulled back Emmanuel Ilesanmi in the box. The
defender was shown a straight red card by the referee and
George Horbury stepped up for Town and sent the keeper
the wrong way from the spot to put Town into an early lead.
Moments later, in the 19th-minute, Emmanuel Ilesanmi put
Town 2-0 up when he created some space for himself and
cooly slotted past the keeper. Despite being a man down
and the early two-goal deficit, Rovers continued to cause
Town problems and in a crazy five minute period before
half time, their persistance was rewarded with three goals
in quick succession. A strike from Alex Fletcher, header by
Owen Scattergood, and a penalty from Jack Goodman
completely turned the match on its head and sent the visitors
in 3-2 up at half time.

FIXTURES & RESULTS 2021/22
NORTH EAST DIVISION

P

W

D

L

F

A

GD Pts

After the restart, a rejuvenated Doncaster continued to attack
and as well as hitting the cross bar were kept from extending
the lead by Town keeper Harvey Giles. However, he was
unable to stop Tom Henson’s confident finish from distance in
the 66th-minute, after some neat play down the right-wing.
Town refused to give up and pushed Rovers all the way with
Joe Dixon pulling back the arrears in the 73rd-minute from a
rebound to set up a tense finish to the game but despite 10
minutes of added time and some heroic defending from the
visitors, Town couldn’t find an equaliser and Rovers held on
and returned to South Yorkshire with the points.
Town: G
 iles, Smalley, Birmingham, Liddle, Attree (c), Wilson,
Williams, Horbury, Ilesanmi, O’Boyle, Kerr
Subs: Sharkey, Dixon, J Barker, Brodella

Date

Opposition

Aug 6

Burton Albion

Res

Scorers

A 2-3

Horbury, Williams

Aug 14 Lincoln City

H 1-0

Ilesanmi

Aug 28 Grimsby Town

A 1-2

Horbury

Sep 11 Huddersfield Town

H 1-2

Dixon

Sep 18 Bradford City

A 1-3

OG

Oct 2

H 1-0

Ilesanmi

Rotherham United

Oct 23 Mansfield Town

H 0-3

Oct 27 Doncaster Rovers

A 0-5

Oct 30 Scunthorpe United

A 1-4

Williams

Nov 4

A 2-1

O'Boyle, Wilson

Blackpool (FAR1)

1 Bradford City

15

12

0

3

40 20

20

36

2 Grimsby Town

16

10

4

2

39

14

25

34

3 Lincoln City

17

11

0

6

39

30

9

33

4 Rotherham United

16

9

0

7

35

29

6

27

5 Doncaster Rovers

15

7

1

7

24

27

-3

22

6 Scunthorpe United

17

6

3

8

35

38

-3

21

Jan 22 Huddersfield Town

A 4-1

Nov 13 Crewe Alexandra (FAR2) A 3-5

Dixon (2), Ilesanmi

Dec 4

Grimsby Town

H 1-4

Lamb

Dec 18 Burton Albion

H 3-3

Williams, Horbury, Sweete

Jan 8

A 2-3

O'Boyle, Ilesanmi
Williams, Attree, O'Boyle,
Ilesanmi

Lincoln City

7 Burton Albion

16

6

2

8

28

31

-3

20

Feb 12 Rotherham United

A 0-3

8 Mansfield Town

16

5

2

9

22

22

0

17

Mar 2

Mansfield Town

A 1-2

9 Harrogate Town

15

3

1

11

19

38

-19

10

Mar 6

Doncaster Rovers

H 3-4

Horbury, Ilesanmi, Dixon

10 Huddersfield Town

15

3

1

11

16

48 -32 10

H 2-3

Horbury, Barker
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4

Fletcher 39, Scattergood 42, Goodman 45 (p), Henson 66

Mar 12 Scunthorpe United

THE
ACADEMY
PATHWAY
The Harrogate Town
CAT 4 Academy creates
a potential pathway for
our young players within
the PDC and APDC.
The pathway starts at our
PDC by way of continuous
assessment throughout
each season of our young
players by Academy
Manager, Paul Stansfield
and Head Coach
Josh Law.
Identified PDC players
will progress to our
Advanced PDC (APDC)
right up to the age of 16
when players will then be
selected on whether or
not they will be offered
a Scholarship at
the Academy.
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GIRLS PDC
ROUNDUP

We spoke to Town’s new
Sports Science Coach
Will Macgregor...

It was a pleasure to be able to host a
mini tournament for each age group
over half term and see the ever-growing
number of girls taking part in matches.

Tell us a bit about your role as Sports Science Coach?
My role primarily involves working as part of a multidisciplinary team
periodising the week ahead. Taking warm-ups/pre-activation sessions, pitch
based conditioning sessions, strength and conditioning sessions, and implementing recovery
strategies are all a big part of my role.
What does a typical day’s work look like for you?
This will depend on the day of the week and is periodised around our matches. Usually, we play
our matches on a Saturday, this allows us to structure the week accordingly. For example a typical
Tuesday training session would focus on higher load/intensity on the pitch and include a strength
focus in the gym.

To see over 120 girls playing football, it
made it such a successful evening.
We will be looking to host more matches
against local teams in the future. We will be
continuing to work on keeping possession
of the ball and scoring goals in and around
the box.
Well done to all the girls involved.

Tell us a bit about your background and how you got into Sports Science?
Being from a sporting background I always wanted to work in professional sport. Previously I
worked at Bradford City FC with the under 23s squad and Riasa soccer academy with student
athletes. I also currently work for pro football support which involves testing Premier League and
Category One academies and conducting physical performance tests.
What made you want to take the job at Harrogate Town?
Harrogate Town having a newly established academy was an exciting opportunity for me.
As the academy did not have a sports science department this gave me the opportunity to
work from a blank canvas.
What benefit do you hope your work has on players and performance levels?
I think at an academy level educating the players is vitally important. For example,
explaining why certain exercises in the gym will help with injury prevention. We also conduct
physical performance tests with the players throughout the season and I feel it’s very
important they have a full understanding of why we do this.
What is your one top piece of advice to young athletes relating to sports science?
Being an athlete is a full-time job. Training hard, eating well, recovering appropriately,
refuelling and rehydrating correctly are all vital for performance.

KEEPERS ZONE

After spending the early weeks of 2022 drilling down
on clean catches and safe handling, the goalkeepers
have spent most of the last month throwing ourselves
around the goalmouth, working on diving technique,
initially dealing with low shots and most recently
picking balls out of the top corners!
Diving is a very technical skill so the younger keepers,
the newer ones especially, have had to take on a lot
of information and bring numerous specific movements
together to best protect the whole of their goal.
It was fantastic to see so many boys and girls involved in the
PDC half-term games programme. For Jordan and I, it was
really valuable to be able to watch the keepers in match
situations, which isn’t always simple with a big group of No.1s.
Hopefully we’ll get the opportunity to see an even higher
number of keepers in action at Easter. The overall attitude of
the keepers since the turn of the year has been outstanding.
A number of youngsters across the age groups have sought
out Jordan and I for individual advice which demonstrates not
only how keen they are to learn but also good
awareness of their own strengths and areas
for improvement.
Keep up the good work, keepers!
Ian Watson
PDC Lead Goalkeeping Coach
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ACTION PICS FROM OUR
PDC ‘GAMES WEEK’...

Our Child
Welfare Officers
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Dave Riley (PDC)

e. d
 averiley
@harrogatetownafc.com
t. 07712 787505

Becky Wilson (Girls)

e. b
 eckywilson
@harrogatetownafc.com
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